Let /' be a fibrewise co-Hopf space over a topological space B. A /^-suspension space r B X is a generalization of a fibrewise suspension space Z B X for any fibrewise pointed space X over B. Making use of /'^-suspension space, we define /"s-Hopf construction and prove a /"^-suspension formula which generalizes the suspension formula of C. S. Hoo. The dual formula is also proved.
Introduction
Let Topi be the category of fibrewise pointed topological spaces over a base space B and fibrewise pointed continuous maps over B (cf. James [4, 5] ). We write simply /: X-*Y for morphisms in Topf. Throughout this paper a space X means a fibrewise pointed topological space over B and a map f: X-» Y means a fibrewise pointed continuous map over B between fibrewise pointed spaces X and Y over B.
Let F be a co-Hopf space in Topf. Then we define a ^-suspension space F B X by F/\ B X for any space X in Topf and /Vsuspension map F B a : F B 
A-> F B Z by F B a=l r /\ B a\ F B A=-F/\ B A-* F/\ B Z=F B Z for any map a: A-+Z in
Topi (cf. [7] ). This defines a /^-suspension map between fibrewise pointed homotopy sets: A co-Hopf space F in Topf is called a co-looplike space in Topf if [F, Z~] B is naturally an algebraic loop for any space Z in Topf. The following theorem shows that the pairing + and the binary operation 4-are closely related.
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a co-looplike space in Top|. Let p\ Xx B Y-^Z be a pairing in Topi with axes f:X-*Z and g: Y-*Z. Then the following relation holds in \_F B A, F B Z]f for any maps a : A-^X and /3 : A-*Y in Topi :
The /VHopf construction J r, B [3] .
In § 1 we review some properties of pairings, copairings, /Vsuspension spaces and /Vloop spaces ( [6, 7] ). In § 2 we define /YHopf construction. In § 3 we prove TV-suspension formula and related results. In § § 4 and 5 we prove the dual results of § § 2 and 3 respectively. We use the following symbols in Topi. In this situation we prove the following theorem. 
